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Yersinia pestis, the causative agent of plague, harbors at least three plasmids necessary for full virulence of
the organism, two of which are species specific. One of the Y. pestis-specific plasmids, pMT1, is thought to promote deep tissue invasion, resulting in more acute onset of symptoms and death. We determined the entire nucleotide sequence of Y. pestis KIM5 pMT1 and identified potential open reading frames (ORFs) encoded by the
100,990-bp molecule. Based on codon usage for known yersinial genes, homology with known proteins in the
databases, and potential ribosome binding sites, we determined that 115 of the potential ORFs which we
considered could encode polypeptides in Y. pestis. Five of these ORFs were genes previously identified as being
necessary for production of the classic virulence factors, murine toxin (MT), and the fraction 1 (F1) capsule
antigen. The regions of pMT1 encoding MT and F1 were surrounded by remnants of multiple transposition
events and bacteriophage, respectively, suggesting horizontal gene transfer of these virulence factors. We
identified seven new potential virulence factors that might interact with the mammalian host or flea vector.
Forty-three of the remaining 115 putative ORFs did not display any significant homology with proteins in the
current databases. Furthermore, DNA sequence analysis allowed the determination of the putative replication
and partitioning regions of pMT1. We identified a single 2,450-bp region within pMT1 that could function as
the origin of replication, including a RepA-like protein similar to RepFIB, RepHI1B, and P1 and P7 replicons.
Plasmid partitioning function was located ca. 36 kb from the putative origin of replication and was most similar to
the parABS bacteriophage P1 and P7 system. Y. pestis pMT1 encoded potential genes with a high degree of
similarity to a wide variety of organisms, plasmids, and bacteriophage. Accordingly, our analysis of the pMT1
DNA sequence emphasized the mosaic nature of this large bacterial virulence plasmid and provided implications as to its evolution.
by Y. pestis, encodes a virulence factor necessary for the acute
infection caused by the organism and that a single protein can
influence the life cycle of the organism at multiple stages.
The largest extrachromosomal element present in Y. pestis
was commonly called the cryptic plasmid until 1983. Protsenko
et al. (73) demonstrated that the capsular protein fraction 1
(F1) and the murine toxin (MT) were both encoded by the
;100-kb element now called pMT1. The genes for each of the
proteins have been cloned from Y. pestis EV76 and sequenced
previously (36, 37, 49). Data addressing the involvement of
these proteins in plague pathogenesis are open to interpretation since the effect that mutational loss has on the 50% lethal
dose depends on the animal model used in the study as well as
the route of infection (8, 9). However, pMT1 does appear to
contribute to the acute phase of plague infection, as evidenced
by the fact that strains lacking the 100-kb plasmid demonstrate
reduced morbidity (27, 80, 96).
Information pertaining to the genetic characterization of the
pMT1 molecule is limited. The size of the plasmid has been
found to vary from approximately 90 to 288 kb in size (31).
Furthermore, pMT1 has been found to integrate at multiple
sites into the chromosome of Y. pestis at high frequency (74),
with speculation that the observed integration of pMT1 into
the chromosome may have been due to IS100 homology between the two molecules. Both F1 and MT gene activation
have been characterized in relation to environmental cues such
as temperature and calcium (28). F1 capsule synthesis is maximal at 37°C in the absence of extracellular calcium while

The facultative intracellular parasite Yersinia pestis harbors
at least three plasmids, one of which is common to the enteropathogenic species Yersinia pseudotuberculosis and Yersinia enterocolitica (30, 72). The other two plasmids, designated pMT1
and pPCP1, are unique to Y. pestis (10) and are thought to promote the ability of this organism to penetrate deep tissues and
to contribute to the acute infection associated with this species.
In fact, the Y. pestis genome shares much homology with that
of Y. pseudotuberculosis (2, 63), yet the infection caused by the
latter organism is usually mild and self-limiting (15). Accordingly, a logical starting point to understanding the difference
in the pathogenesis of Y. pestis and Y. pseudotuberculosis is to
study the genes encoded on the plasmids unique to plague,
pMT1 and pPCP1.
The 9.5-kb plasmid pPCP1 encodes a bacteriocin termed
pesticin, a pesticin immunity protein, and a plasminogen activator (89). Loss of this plasmid increases the 50% lethal dose
of the organism by a factor of 105 when the organism is injected
subcutaneously in the mouse model of infection (90). The only
characterized virulence determinant encoded by pPCP1, the
plasminogen activator, has been implicated in deep tissue invasion by Y. pestis (11) and functions in the flea vector (58).
These facts demonstrate that a plasmid, specifically harbored
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains, media, and plasmid isolation. Y. pestis KIM101 is a strain
that contains only pMT1 (71). Plasmid DNA was prepared by growing Y. pestis
KIM101 in heart infusion broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.) at 26 to
30°C followed by alkaline lysis and polyethylene glycol precipitation (4, 46).
Purified pMT1 was used in preparing DNA libraries as described below.
pMT1 library construction and DNA sequencing. Libraries of pMT1 were
prepared by random shearing of plasmid DNA and size fractionation (62) and
then cloned into the M13 Janus vector (12). Random phage clones were isolated,
and their DNA was purified as described elsewhere (68). The DNA templates
were subjected to dye-terminator sequencing by using the Prism cycle sequencing
kit and ABI 377 automated sequencers (Applied Biosystems Division of Perkin
Elmer, Foster City, Calif.). Sequences were assembled into contigs with the use
of the Seqman II program (DNASTAR, Madison, Wis.). Suitable clones were
selected for further sequencing from the opposite end to fill in coverage, resolve
ambiguities, and close gaps (12). The final coverage was approximately eightfold.
DNA sequence analysis and annotation. Open reading frames (ORFs) that
were at least 50 amino acids in length were identified with GeneQuest (DNASTAR). Codon usage was assessed in the program by second- and third-order
statistical comparison (6) with a matrix built from all available sequences for
Yersinia species. Although this matrix was more useful than one built from
Escherichia coli genes, it was necessarily constructed from a relatively small data
set. Generally, the start codon (including GTG and TTG) farthest upstream was
used to annotate the ORF (5). For the first pass, amino acid sequences were
searched against the current GenPept database by using the BLOSUM62 matrix
by the DeCypher II System (TimeLogic, Inc., Incline Village, Nev.). Subsequent
searches of the Swiss Protein, E. coli, and nonredundant GenBank databases
were obtained via the Internet with BLAST software (1) from the National
Center for Biotechnology Information homepage (www.ncbi.nlm.gov/BLAST/).
Pairwise protein alignments were done with the BLAST algorithm (1). Protein
localization was predicted for relevant translated orf genes with the use of the
PSORT program (66). The prediction of membrane-associated helices was done
with the TMpred program (45). Where appropriate, multiple protein sequences
were aligned by using the algorithm developed by Lipman et al. (55). These
programs can be found as part of Pedros Molecular Biology Tools at Internet site
http://zguw.ibb.waw.pl/pedros.htm.
GenBank nucleotide sequence accession number. The annotated sequence was
deposited in GenBank under accession no. AF074611.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General overview. The fully assembled circular DNA sequence of pMT1 was 100,990 bp in length. An initial screening
of the sequence with the DNASTAR program GeneQuest
revealed 145 potential ORFs along the entire length of the
plasmid. Each individual ORF was translated into the predicted protein, which then was used to search the various
databases (GenBank, Swiss Protein, GenPept, and E. coli) for
proteins with potentially significant homologies. The pertinent
results of our searches are illustrated in Fig. 1 and summarized
in Table 1. Several factors were taken into consideration for

deciding whether a potential match was significant enough to
report. In general, if the pMT1 ORF had significant similarity
to known proteins in the database, we assigned the putative
protein encoded by that ORF a like function. Homologies were
considered to be significant when at least 25% of the amino
acids were identical for at least 35% of the protein in the
database. We decided on 25% identity to give a reasonable
baseline, to which added conservative amino acid substitutions
often result in higher similarity scores between protein molecules. However, in specific instances, we designated protein
function as similar based on less than 25% identity. These
instances are indicated in the text where relevant. The extent
of homology with the database protein was set at 35% to allow
for the possibility that protein domains might have different
functions in different molecular contexts. We lowered our
stringency when deciding whether a putative protein might
function in pathogenesis. In these cases, when the region of
homology included at least 20% amino acid identity with a
protein that might interact with or substitute for the action of
a host protein, we considered it a potential virulence factor.
More weight was given to potential alignments when the homology between the Y. pestis ORF and the target protein
sequence was located in a domain that had a known function in
host physiology. Although these possibilities will require experimental confirmation, we felt it important given the fact
that pMT1 is specifically harbored by Y. pestis and is thought to
promote deep tissue spread of the organism. Finally, when the
putative protein did not contain significant similarity to any
known proteins, we analyzed the upstream DNA for ribosome
binding sites (85) and also considered the known codon usage
for Yersinia genes. After applying these criteria to the 145
potential ORFs initially identified on pMT1, we were left with
115 putative coding regions. Of these 115 putative ORFs, 38%
had no regions of significant homology to any protein in the
current databases and 7% had significant homology with previously described hypothetical proteins.
We noted an approximately 24-kb inversion when our pMT1
sequence was compared to the sequence recently submitted by
Hu et al. (45a) (accession no. AF053947). The two IS100 elements which form 1,954-bp inverted repeats (only one base
difference) are 24,440 bp apart. Coordinates of the IS100 elements are bp 46382 and 48337 and bp 72777 and 74730. It was
not possible to deduce from the sequence whether this difference was due to misassembly of individual sequence reads at
the areas of homology or the result of in vivo recombination in
one of the two sequenced plasmids. Therefore, to confirm our
physical map with the DNA sequence, we performed SphI and
HindIII restriction digests of our plasmid DNA and compared
the fragment sizes with those predicted from the two sequence
arrangements. Diagnostic fragments were obtained, confirming that the sequence assembly is correct for the molecule
sequenced by us.
Potential virulence factors. An important reason for performing large sequencing projects is to aid the discovery of new
virulence factors which might be used as vaccine candidates or
as targets for therapeutic drugs. Since Y. pestis is a facultative
intracellular parasite and pMT1 is thought to enhance deep
tissue spread of the organism, we took note of several ORFs
that had limited homology with proteins that might function
during various stages of the organism’s life cycle. These proteins are listed in Table 2. Although many of these homologies
do not meet our criteria for general ORF homologies, we felt
that a more relaxed standard should be applied to protein
homologies in order to aid future research pertaining to plague
pathogenesis.
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murine toxin expression is induced at 26°C. F1 expression is
therefore maximum under conditions similar to those that induce the expression of one of the major virulence determinants
of Y. pestis (91–93). In contrast, MT production is induced in
an environment similar to that which Y. pestis would be expected to encounter in the flea vector. The presence of genes
induced under these widely different conditions indicates the
presence of at least two networks regulating expression of
virulence determinants operating in plague.
DNA-sequencing technology has progressed to the point
that large amounts of genetic material can be sequenced in a
relatively short time. Several facts make pMT1 a good candidate for large-scale DNA sequencing. First, the plasmid is
unique to Y. pestis. Second, some derivative of the ;100-kb
plasmid is always present in clinical isolates (31). Third, we
already know that genes regulated by two different environmental stimuli that mimic different environments encountered
during the life cycle of plague are present on this molecule.
Here, we report and annotate the entire DNA sequence of the
pMT1 plasmid derived from the Y. pestis laboratory strain
KIM.
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FIG. 1. Map of the whole pMT1 plasmid. The outer circle shows ORFs with their orientation denoted by their positions: outside the ring indicates clockwise, and
inside the ring indicates counterclockwise. Known virulence proteins are indicated by filled boxes; insertion-associated ORFs are indicated by shaded boxes. The scale
is in basepairs. All ORF designations, except the previously known genes of the capsular antigen operon and the murine toxin (black square), are putative and derived
from database matches. The map was derived from the annotated DNA sequence by the computer program GeneScene, under development at DNASTAR, and edited
in Adobe Illustrator 7. Nomenclature of the ORFs is as indicated in Table 1.

Potential evolution of the F1 capsule and murine toxin coding regions. The coding region for the F1 capsule protein and
accessory factors was located between genes that encode proteins with a high degree of identity to phage integrases and
ligases as well as IS100. ORF2 was similar to bacteriophage T3
ligase, and ORF12 showed a high degree of identity to a Vibrio
cholera prophage integrase. The genes for these two phage-like

proteins also flank orf4, which may encode a potential vasorelaxant (Fig. 1 and Table 2). Thus, the F1 capsule-coding region and
one potential virulence factor may have originated by a recombination event initiated through mobile DNA metabolism.
Although the region of pMT1 that encodes the F1 capsular
protein has little homology with the E. coli genome at the
nucleotide level, we found a region from bp 77738 to 77780

TABLE 1. ORFs identified in Y. pestis pMT1 DNA sequence by classificationa
ORF class

Function or comments

ORF1
ORF2
ORF12
ORF16
ORF26
ORF34
ORF41
ORF43
ORF46
ORF60
ORF61
ORF69
ORF93
ORF94
ORF101
ORF102
ORF108
ORF111
ORF113
ORF114
ORF123
ORF128
ORF135

IS100
Ligase
Integrase
DNA Pol III
RecA
RepA
exoA
exoB
IS200
Rep-like
SpoJ-like
Gene 17-like
IS100
IS100
IS285
Transposase
Membrane endonuclease
Resolvase
ParA
ParB
Adenine-specific DNA methylase
Antirestriction
DNA partitioning

Organism or element
(gene if known)

Accession
no.

Location (bp)

ORF136

IS100

Y. pestis IS100 (orfB)
Bacteriophage T3
Vibrio cholera
E. coli
Bacteroides fragilis
E. coli plasmid ColV
Bacteriophage T4
Bacteriophage T4
IS200
Coxiella burnetti
Streptococcus pneumoniae
Bacteriophage T4
Y. pestis IS100 (orfB)
Y. pestis IS100 (orfA)
Y. pestis IS285 (orf2)
Enterobacter
E. coli plasmid-pKM101 (nuc)
Pseudomonas syringae (stbA)
Bacteriophage P1
Bacteriophage P1
E. coli pEC156 EcoVIII methylase
E. coli
Rhizobium meliloti (Orf1 and
Orf2 of pRmeGR4a)
Shigella sonnei (psiB)
Streptococcus pneumoniae (spoOJ)
Y. pestis IS100 (orfA)

Protein metabolism

ORF28
ORF63
ORF75

HflC-like
ABC transporter/ATP binding
L12 ribosomal protein L12e

Vibrio parahaemolyticus
Archaeglobus fulgidus (AF1064)
Haloferax volcanii

U09005
AE001029
X58924

Gene regulation

ORF5
ORF22
ORF56

Caf1R
PrpB-like
Repressor of flagellum
synthesis

Y. pestis (caf1R)
Pseudomonas putida
Salmonella abony (fljA)

X61996
X80272
D26167

Complement, 77118–78041
94557–95636
Complement, 13278–13841

Known virulence

ORF6
ORF8
ORF9
ORF107

Caf1M
Caf1A
Caf1
Murine toxin

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

X61996
X61996
X61996
X92727

78318–79127
79152–81653
81734–82246
Complement, 55788–57551

Lambda-like

ORF80a
ORF84
ORF85
ORF86
ORF87a
ORF88
ORF89
ORF91
ORF92

V major tail fiber
Intimin
H tail fiber
M minor tail fiber
L minor tail fiber
K tail assembly
I tail assembly
J host specificity
Hypothetical protein ORF314
Tail fiber assembly

Bacteriophage lambda
E. coli O157:H7 (eae)
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda
Bacteriophage lambda (tfa)

P03733
P43261
AF007380
P03737
P03738
P03729
P03730
P03749
P03745
225931

Hypothetical in
databaseb

ORF15
ORF15a
ORF29
ORF33a
ORF38
ORF59
ORF73
ORF104
ORF105
ORF116
ORF131

CobT
CobS
Hypothetical
Hypothetical regulatory
Hypothetical lipoprotein
Long hypothetical protein
SRPI hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical
Hypothetical

Pseudomonas denitrificans (cobT)
Pseudomonas denitrificans (cobS)
Bacteriophage P22
Bacteriophage P1
Bacillus subtilis (orfK yzeA)
Pyrococcus horikoshii (PHBW005)
Synechococcus PCC7942 pANL
E. coli
E. coli
Sphingomonas S88
E. coli

P29934
P29933
X78401
76816
L16808, Z93102
AB009472
Q55032
U70214
U70214
U51197
AE000133

85075–87441
87539–88771
99265–99636
100922–147
Complement, 3530–4552
Complement, 14573–16132
24271–25146
Complement, 54408–54803
Complement, 54694–55002
64388–65785
70427–70657

Fragmentsc

ORF23
ORF33
ORF99

DNA polymerase
Type II
Hypothetical protein

U78771
AE000647
AE000913

95646–96641
100590–100925
Complement, 49210–50004

ORF103
ORF103a
ORF106
ORF106a
ORF110
ORF115a

Hypothetical transposase
IS600
Hypothetical
IS801
Hypothetical
SamB-like

Lactococcus lactis
Helicobacter pylori
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum
Salmonella typhimurium
Shigella sonnei
Shigella flexneri
Pseudomonas syringae
Salmonella typhimurium
Salmonella typhimurium

Z29513
X05952
U97489
X57269
Z29513
D90202

Complement, 53911–54234
54281–54481
55073–55543
55589–55729
Complement, 59154–60140
87539–88771

DNA metabolism

pestis
pestis
pestis
pestis

(caf1M)
(caf1A)
(caf1)
(ymt)

U59875
X05031
U39068
M19334
M63029
L01250
X01804
X01804
U22457
L34077
AF000658
X52394
U59875
U59875
X78303
U60777
U09868
L48985
X02954
K02380
U48806
Z34467
X69105

73885–74661
74680–75777
82931–84109
88955–92479
96910–97986
Complement, 717–1781
4968–6053
6271–8199
9675–10184
16197–16895
16862–17563
20457–21713
Complement, 46449–47231
Complement, 47228–48250
51013–52221
52648–53712
Complement, 57629–58117
Complement, 60161–60781
61767–63041
63038–64009
66648–67325
69208–69714
70730–72739

U82272
AF000658
U59875

72863–73882
98281–99111
17500–18198
25927–26361

28560–29303
30041–34618
34660–34995
35052–35783
35815–36570
36561–37148
37164–41801
42469–45405
45707–46315

a
ORFs listed were assigned a putative function according to our criteria outlined in the general overview section of Results and Discussion. Classification then was
based on these putative functions.
b
Homology above our criteria with proteins in the database that have not been assigned a function.
c
ORFs that appear to be remnants of larger proteins in the database.
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TABLE 2. ORFs that may be potential virulence factors
ORF

Location (bp)

Homologous protein (target)

%
Homologya

Accession
no.

Reference(s)

ORF4
ORF17
ORF18
ORF21

76298–76603
92476–92919
Complement, 92949–93512
94015–94448

ORF72
ORF74a

23873–24244
25221–25883

C-type natriuretic peptide from Squalus acanthias
Delta insecticidal protein from Bacillus thuringiensis
RTXb toxin of Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae
Laminin of Homo sapiens
Paramysin-related protein of Onchocerca gibsoni
Major myristoylated alanine-rich protein kinase C substrate
Bacteriophage lambda V protein
Citrobacter freundii intimin

43/30
40/18
21/11
23/5
21/18
24/32
40/41
30/10

P41319
P05628
D16582
Q16787
U20609
P29966
P03733
Q07591

83
35
32, 65
79, 95
25, 99
41
81
82

a
b

Percentage of identical amino acids compared with the percentage of the total target protein sequence.
RTX represents repeats in the structural toxin.

known plasmids (Table 3). Taken together, these observations
strongly suggest that Y. pestis acquired the MT-coding sequences and possibly other virulence factors through recombination events that originated from mobile genetic elements.
However, no one single event can explain the molecular architecture that we observed.
If Y. pestis pMT1 is a mosaic of different genetic elements or
regions, we reasoned that a base composition analysis of the
plasmid might indicate and confirm potential regions acquired
by horizontal gene transfer. In agreement with the hypothesis
that the regions of the Y. pestis plasmid containing the F1
capsule genes and the gene encoding the MT originated by
transfer of mobile genetic elements, we noted that the regions
of pMT1 which contained these genes had a guanine-pluscytosine (G1C) content significantly different from those of
surrounding regions of DNA (Fig. 3). Specifically, the DNA

TABLE 3. Nucleotide identities between Y. pestis pMT1 and DNA
sequences in the nonredundant GenBank databasea
Position (bp)
in pMT1

Homologous DNA source
(% identity)b

GenBank
accession no.

77738–77780
44273–44300
45200–45395
45347–45395
53973–53997
54023–54219

E. coli afrR (88)
Bacteriophage K3 gene 37 (93)
Bacteriophage lambda (87)
Salmonella typhimurium pagJ (88)
E. coli hlyR (96)
Salmonella typhimurium plasmid
partitioning (88.5)
Salmonella typhimurium plasmid
partitioning (88)
Salmonella typhimurium plasmid
partitioning (79)
Salmonella typhimurium plasmid
partitioning (89)
E. coli chromosomal DNA (90)
Shigella flexneri RT (90)
Pseudomonas putida (85)
Salmonella enteritidis virR (92)
Salmonella choleraesuis pMBA1 (92)
Salmonella dublin pSDL2 (92)
Salmonella pSC101 (84)
Bacteriophage P7 par region (78)
E. coli F plasmid RepF1B (89)
Neisseria gonorrhoeae pFA7 (89)
Klebsiella pneumoniae pLST1000 (89)
E. coli pRK2 (89)
E. coli antirestriction protein (92)
E. coli F plasmid psiB (96)
Shigella sonnei plasmid ColIb-P9 psiB (82)

L08467
X00615
J02459
AF013776
X07565
M97752

59329–59486
59891–60117
60886–60970
54411–55559
54418–55559
55347–55399
58641–58691
58641–58691
58641–58691
58675–58745
61836–62386
61661–61934
58627–58662
58627–58662
58627–58662
69212–69714
72557–72630
72558–72630

M97752
M97752
M97752
U70214
U97489
AB004059
D14491
X54148
M58505
X01654
X17529
M26308
X01654
X64367
U05773
Z34467
X12462
U82272

a
Identities of 78% or greater for a continuous group of 25 nucleotides were
considered significant.
b
In some cases, nucleotide identity between pMT1 and the target DNA
sequence varied over the length of the homologous region. In these instances, the
percent identity was averaged for all homologous regions.
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within the caf1R gene that was 88% identical to the E. coli afrR
locus (Table 3). The AfrR protein is a pilus expression transcriptional regulator (GeneBank accession no. L08467 [98]).
The similarity extended for 42 bp, which would precisely encode the amino acids FYDSQQTFTREFKK. The deduced
peptide sequence lies within the region of homology between
the Caf1R and AfrR proteins as well as many other transcriptional regulators in the E. coli AraC family. These findings
support the idea that the Y. pestis protein is a member of the
AraC family (49) of transcriptional regulators and suggest a
conserved block of nucleotides involved in the functional evolution of these cis-acting regulatory elements. Furthermore,
the fact that the Y. pestis caf1R gene encodes a region identical
to a small region of an E. coli pilus regulatory gene suggests
that the plague capsule operon may have originated as an
adhesin. This possibility is supported by the fact that the two
other genes necessary for F1 expression are similar to pilin
chaperones (36) and membrane anchor proteins (49).
The molecular evolution of the region surrounding the other
known virulence factor of Y. pestis, MT, may have occurred
through several abortive or imprecise transposition events
from another plasmid or bacteriophage. Several features found
within the pMT1 DNA sequence suggest this possibility. First,
the MT-coding locus, ymt, is flanked by a partial gene duplication event with several incomplete transposon sequences and
ORFs (Fig. 2). A striking example of an incomplete ORF was
found after ORF110 was compared with ORF103. The
ORF110 peptide was predicted to be composed of 312 amino
acids and was found to be 78% identical over its entire length
to a group of repeated hypothetical proteins in the E. coli (13)
and Salmonella typhimurium (GenBank accession no. Z29513)
genomes designated the YadD family. Second, there is a partial repetition of DNA that encodes the S. typhimurium parA
and parB loci (17). The par repetition was noted by the fact that
nucleotides 54023 through 54219 are an imperfect partial duplication of bp 59329 through 59486 (Fig. 2). To the right of the
second copy of the Salmonella par region, we identified an
ORF that had 38% identity with a resolvase encoded by
Pseudomonas syringae (40). To the right of the putative resolvase, we located a small 85-bp region (nucleotides 60886 to
60970) that was 89% identical to the Salmonella plasmid-partitioning sequences. Third, we located two fragments of transposons in this region. The first remnant was found as a partial
ORF from bp 54281 through 54481 and would be predicted to
encode amino acids that were 69% similar to residues 75 to 116
of the Shigella sonnei IS600 hypothetical 31-kDa protein (57).
The second partial ORF was encoded by nucleotides 55589 to
55729 and was predicted to encode a polypeptide that was 88%
similar to IS801 transposase amino acids 260 to 277 (78). The
fourth piece of evidence that the MT gene was acquired by Y.
pestis through an illegitimate recombination event from another replicon is the presence of DNA homology with other
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encoding the caf1R, caf1M, caf1A, and caf1 genes (bp 3067
through 8195) had a G1C content of 39.2% and the ymt locus
(bp 82727 through 84490) had a G1C content of 38.1%. These
base compositions can be contrasted with the overall 50.1%
G1C content of the entire pMT1 molecule. Our observation
that the two known virulence factors encoded by pMT1 have
G1C contents significantly different from that of the surrounding DNA may be similar to one of the criteria currently used to
define pathogenicity islands (39). The differing base composition of these known virulence genes relative to that of surrounding pMT1 DNA does suggest, in a limited way, that
plasmid-borne virulence genes may be analogous to chromo-

somal pathogenicity islands. The observation that virulence
genes generally have a base composition different from that of
the flanking DNA has been observed for the hemolysin genes
present on the E. coli virulence plasmid pO157 (14) and within
the pathogenicity island of this organism which encodes the
locus for enterocyte effacement (70). If the trend of virulence
genes, or blocks of genes, to have a G1C content different
from that of the surrounding genetic material is genuine, the
region located to the right of IS200 on pMT1, as shown in Fig.
3, may warrant further investigation. Database searches with
putative ORF48 through ORF58 translated from pMT1 sequences in this area did not reveal any homology with known

FIG. 3. Base composition of pMT1. The plots showing A1T and G1C content were derived by DNASTAR’s GeneQuest program, which also displays selected
ORFs and other annotated features to the correct scale. The shaded bars mark the previously known virulence genes to highlight the low G1C composition of these
regions. Note a small region to the right of IS200 that also shows low G1C content (discussed in Results and Discussion). The scale at the left is equivalent to 0 to
100% for each plot. The scale below the figure shows the plasmid genome in base pairs.
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FIG. 2. Map of Y. pestis pMT1 region encoding the MT virulence determinant. The region from ca. bp 53500 to 61300 is shown and is represented by the solid line.
ORFs that were predicted to be intact are shown as solid arrows. ORFs that appear only partial and were judged to be remnants of intact coding regions are shown
as open arrows. The open boxes labeled par designate regions with high nucleotide homology with the S. typhimurium par locus (17). RT, reverse transcriptase-like
partial ORF.
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lambda protein G. Further support for the lambdoid origin of
this region of pMT1 was found in the gene order of several of
the ORFs. Specifically, ORF84, ORF85, ORF86, ORF87a,
ORF88, and ORF89 are in the same order as the genes encoding lambda proteins H, M, L, K, I, and J. The gene that
encodes one of the lambda-like proteins, ORF80a, appears to
have been partially duplicated to generate orf74a. The partial
duplication event is indicated by our observation that ORF74a
is 45% identical over 47% of ORF80a. We analyzed the DNA
surrounding ORF80a and ORF74a for repeat elements that
may have been involved in this duplication but without success.
Accordingly, a mechanism for the partial duplication and rearrangement of these sequences encoded by pMT1 was not
evident in the DNA sequence. It is interesting that ORF74a
may encode a potential virulence factor (Table 2).
Other mobile genetic elements. Some regions of pMT1 obviously arose from either plasmid or phage gene transfer and
recombination events. The DNA sequence data that suggest an
origin of known virulence factors in relation to putative mobile
genetic events have already been presented. However, in general, it was difficult to determine exactly where the potential
prophage or other plasmid molecules began and ended. To the
best of our ability, the most that can be determined about the
origins of various regions of Y. pestis pMT1 is the mosaic nature of the entire molecule. As an example, the DNA sequence
between ORF12 and ORF43 includes putative gene products
with a high degree of homology to E. coli DNA polymerase III
(ORF16), Bacteroides fragilis RecA (ORF26), and the gene 47
polypeptide of bacteriophage T4 (ORF42). Given a mosaic genetic element, the most reliable means of determining the
origin of specific regions of pMT1 is comparison of nucleotide
sequences. Table 3 lists all significant nucleotide homologies
found between pMT1 and the current nonredundant GenBank
databases excluding previously entered Y. pestis sequences or
known insertion sequences. Two important features were noted from this analysis. First, most of the significant nucleotide
homologies occur in a segment containing 30% of the pMT1
sequence from bp 44272 to 72640. The high conservation of
DNA sequence in this region could indicate either that these
sequences were acquired relatively late in pMT1 evolution or
that the functions encoded by these sequences are very important in plasmid maintenance and function. In fact, most of the
nucleotide homology was found with genes required for plasmid maintenance, such as partitioning during cell division.
Second, the majority of conserved DNA sequence was similar
to that of large plasmids known to be involved in the pathogenesis of several enteric organisms. Taken together, these
observations indicate an evolutionary linkage among enteric
virulence plasmids.
In support of a link between the evolution of plasmids found
in enteric organisms, we noted that ORF123, a putative DNA
methylase, had 91% identity to ORFL7074 found on E. coli
pO157 (14). Furthermore, Krause et al. (51) have reported a
small region of homology between the Y. pseudotuberculosis
virulence plasmid and a Salmonella dublin virulence plasmid.
We found a 51-bp region (nucleotides 58641 to 58691) that was
92% identical to the common sequence found on the S. dublin
plasmid (51). The 51-bp region of homology encoded by pMT1
was located upstream of S. dublin ORF1 (51) and did not include the inverted repeats reported by these investigators. The
possible implications of this nucleotide homology remains to
be elucidated.
Evolution of pMT1 could have been facilitated by either
conjugational (50) or transductional (100) movement of genetic material. The Y. pestis murine toxin plasmid has been
shown to integrate into the chromosome and to promote trans-
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or potential virulence factors. In fact, only ORF56 displayed
any significant homology with any of the proteins in the current
databases.
Insertion sequence elements. The MT plasmid appeared to
be a chimera of many types of mobile genetic elements including bacteriophage, plasmids, insertion sequences, and one defective bacterial reverse transcriptase which may be a remnant
of a retron (87, 94). Insertion sequences are known to promote
illegitimate recombination events and promote genetic plasticity. With this fact in mind, we noted that pMT1 encoded
several IS elements as well as what appeared to be nonfunctional remnants of mobile genetic elements. IS elements were
considered to be an allele of a previously published mobile
element when the DNA sequence was at least 85% identical to
entries in the current GenBank database. An element was
considered to be an incomplete copy when the identity covered
less than 80% of the known length of functional elements in
the database. Using these criteria, we noted four apparently
complete IS elements: one copy of IS200 (3, 86) from bp 9576
to 10292, two copies of IS100 (31, 59) from bp 46383 to 48336
and 72777 to 74730, and one copy of IS285 (31) from bp 50872
to 55256.
Our analysis revealed one potential new IS element located
at bp 52465 to 53758. These coordinates mark the beginning
and end of a direct repeat sequence, GATGATAA, that flanks
a putative transposase which we designated ORF102. ORF102
had the greatest identity, 40% over 96% of the target protein,
with a putative transposase previously found in Enterobacter
aerogenes (88) as well as 36% identity over 96% of a putative
transposase previously described in Yersinia enterocolitica (77).
We analyzed the region surrounding ORF102 for DNA sequence features previously found in IS1328 of Y. enterocolitica.
The only nucleotide feature that we found was an exact match
of a GGAGG potential ribosome binding site that was 8 bp
upstream of the ORF102 ATG translation initiation codon.
We did not find any inverted repeat sequences of 5 bp or
longer in contrast to the 6-bp inverted repeats described for Y.
enterocolitica IS1328. This result was not particularly surprising
given the amount of sequence divergence at the protein and
DNA levels. Accordingly, we decided to identify this potential
IS with a new designation, IS1618.
The Y. pestis MT plasmid included a 1,150-bp region that
was 93% identical to the E. coli chromosome (5) at the DNA
level. We identified a putative protein coding sequence within
this homologous region, designated ORF106, that was 91%
identical over 32% of a previously described Shigella flexneri
reverse transcriptase (RT)-like protein (76). The full-length S.
flexneri RT is 431 amino acids compared to 151 residues for
ORF106. Given the high degree of identity of ORF106 with
the amino terminus of a bacterial RT, we speculate that the
pMT1 ORF may be a remnant of a bacterial retron element
(94). However, the pMT1 DNA sequence immediately upstream of ORF106 lacks any inverted repeat sequences or
potential RNA structures that have been associated with bacterial retron elements (44, 52, 94). The fact that ORF106
includes such high identity to a bacterial RT but none of the
other features associated with retrons suggests that this region
of DNA may have been acquired by Y. pestis pMT1 through a
mechanism other than retrotransposition. Furthermore, the
high level of conservation of the DNA sequence in this area of
pMT1 suggests that these sequences were acquired recently in
the evolution of this plasmid.
Partial lambdoid prophage. ORF80a through ORF92 show
a high degree of similarity to lambda (81) and phage BF23 (67)
proteins (Fig. 1). The amount of amino acid identity ranged
from 31% over 54% of lambda protein J to 61% over 91% of
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fer of genetic markers to a recipient strain (74). With these
facts in mind, we looked for genes that might promote or be
associated with transfer of pMT1 between bacterial cells. We
took particular note of ORF128 since it displayed 93% identity
over 95% of the predicted sequence of an E. coli antirestriction
protein (21). Antirestriction proteins are thought to function
during conjugation to inhibit cleavage of the donor DNA before methylation can occur and are usually located near the
origin of transfer (oriT) of the plasmid. In fact, we searched the
area downstream from orf128 between bp 69714 and 70397 for
features found in F-like plasmid oriT sequences (33, 38, 53, 97)
without success. An expanded search of the entire pMT1 sequence did not reveal any other portion of the plasmid that
might function as oriT. Since the plasmid has evolved as part of
the Y. pestis genetic material, it is possible that any oriT that
may have been present on pMT1 has been lost or has become
nonfunctional due to mutation. Further experimentation will
be required to determine if the plasmid encodes an oriT and
where it is located.
Replication and partition functions. DNA sequence analysis
revealed a single potential plasmid replication region (bp 151
to 2601) consisting of a structural gene (repA) and additional
sequence elements characteristic of plasmid replicons that employ an iteron-based replication initiation and control mechanism. The ;32-kDa predicted repA gene product (ORF34)
showed a high degree of similarity to a number of plasmid
replication initiation proteins, including those associated with
the RepFIB (62% identity), P1 (47% identity), P7 (47% identity), and RepHI1B (40% identity) replicons. Upstream and
downstream of the repA locus we found two sets of 19-bp direct
DNA repeats (iterons). The location and orientation of these
repeats and their orientation relative to repA are presented in

Fig. 4A. The consensus sequence for these 19-bp repeats (59AACCACTGTAGAGAGTAAA-39) is most similar to the 17bp direct repeats associated with the RepHI1B replicon (59-A
TCCACTATACCGGGTA-39), matching at 12 of the 17 possible positions (34). The direct repeats of iteron-containing
plasmids have been shown to provide specific multiple binding
sites for the plasmid Rep protein, which is an essential step in
the initiation of plasmid replication. In addition to their role in
plasmid replication, Rep proteins of iteron-carrying plasmids
are involved in the regulation of their own synthesis, i.e., autoregulation (19), and in the control of plasmid copy number
(18).
Additional sequence elements characteristic of origins of
replication are present in the sequence upstream from the repA
coding region. These include three DnaA binding sites, two
A-T-rich regions, and 11 Dam methylase (GATC) recognition
sequences (Fig. 4A). These elements are organized into two
separate potentially functional origins of replication (regions A
and B). Binding of the Rep protein to iterons at the replication
origin has been shown to cause bending and/or melting of the
adjacent A-T-rich region (18, 64). The Rep protein, in concert
with the host DnaA protein, then functions to recruit host replication proteins into the open replication initiation complex
(64).
The region downstream of the RepA coding region (region
C) contains an additional 13 direct repeats (Fig. 4A). The
downstream cluster of repeats in a number of iteron-containing plasmids has been shown to be nonessential for plasmid
replication but plays an essential role in plasmid-copy-number
control (18, 69). Furthermore, incompatibility of iteron-containing plasmids is primarily a function of the iterons and the
binding specificity of the replication initiation protein for these
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FIG. 4. Organization of the pMT1 replicon. (A) The pMT1 replicon (bp 151 to 2601) consists of a single repA gene (open arrow) flanked by sets of repeated
elements (iterons) indicated by triangles and numbered 1 to 24. The region upstream from repA contains a number of sites present in many bacterial origin sequences
including DnaA-binding sites, GATC Dam methylase recognition sites and two A-T-rich regions. The iterons and additional sequence elements are organized into two
potentially functional origins of replication (regions A and B). Downstream of repA are 13 additional repeats (region C) that by analogy with other iteron-based
replicons, are involved in plasmid-copy-number control. (B) Alignment of the pMT1 (bp 64048 to 64113) and P1 and P7 parS partition sites. The hexamer motifs (open
boxes), heptamer motifs (shaded boxes), and the IHF recognition sites are shown. Base identities are indicated by lines.
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pMT1 supports the view that evolution occurs by a natural
genetic engineering process as well as by classical mechanisms
of genetic drift and selection. Specific examples of these processes have already been presented. Briefly, ORF74a may be
an example of a bacteriophage protein that has undergone
classic gene duplication and has evolved by selection of a more
important function in pathogenesis. The highly conserved
group of 42 nucleotides found in the E. coli afrR locus and the
Y. pestis caf1R regulatory elements may represent DNA that
encodes a functional domain which in nature can generate
different regulatory proteins in the araC family. The regions of
pMT1 that encode groups of genes with significant identity to
bacteriophage lambda genes and the regions of highly conserved nucleotide sequences (Table 3) indicate the overall
mosaic structure of this molecule.
To extend the theme of mosaic nature of genetic material,
we noted an example of a single gene that appears to be
composed of domains derived from other individual protein
molecules. ORF135 shows greater than 20% identity to at least
four different proteins in the current databases. Beginning at
the amino terminus, residues 37 through 201 were 26% identical to a S. pneumoniae SpoJ-like protein (20). SpoJ is a
chromosomal partitioning protein originally identified in
Bacillus subtilis (54). The next region of homology within
ORF135, predicted amino acids 135 to 310, displayed 38%
identity to Rhizobium meliloti ORF1 (60). This third region of
homology, residues 309 through 602, was 23% identical to
another R. meliloti protein, designated ORF2 (61). The percent identity between ORF2 and ORF135 was below our general cutoff; however, given the high degree of identity to R. meliloti ORF1, we decided that the homology was genuine. Both
ORF1 and ORF2 of R. meliloti are necessary for stable replication of plasmid DNA and are thought to function in partitioning of the replicon into daughter cells. The last region of
homology within ORF135 occurred in both the nucleotide and
protein sequences. As shown in Table 3, bp 72558 to 72585 was
homologous to E. coli psiB and bp 72558 to 72630 was homologous to S. sonnei psiB. ORF135 residues 575 to 646 were 65%
identical to S. sonnei PsiB (48). The PsiB-like proteins are
thought to be responsible for inhibition of the cellular SOS
response during bacterial conjugation (29). Interestingly, the
region of protein identity, residues 610 to 634, would encode a
polypeptide of only approximately 8-kDa compared to the
15-kDa molecular mass for the S. sonnei PsiB protein. Therefore, the PsiB-like region of ORF135 may define a small domain which, in the context of the large protein, could perform
the same function as PsiB. Alternatively, the PsiB region of
ORF135 may not function in SOS inhibition but rather has
evolved to some other function in the current molecular context.
Although it is not obvious from the DNA or protein sequence how ORF135 might have evolved, the homologies
strongly suggest that this putative protein is involved in plasmid
partitioning. The molecular structure of ORF135 could have
arisen either by mutation of an ancestral protein or by domain
splicing similar to exon shuffling in eucaryotes (26). The fact
that some of the regions of homology overlap each other would
argue for mutation of an ancestral protein. Specifically, region
1 of ORF135, which has homology with SpoJ-like proteins,
overlaps region 2, which has homology with R. meliloti ORF1
by 66 amino acids. Similarly, region 3, which has identity with
R. meliloti ORF2, overlaps the PsiB region by 27 residues. Only
the second and third regions of homology, R. meliloti ORF1
and ORF2, respectively, appear to have no appreciable overlap
(two amino acids). Taken together, our analysis of ORF135
suggests a combination of mutation and potential splicing or
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DNA sequences (18). However, neither the copy number nor
the incompatibility characteristics of a plasmid can be empirically determined from the sequence or genetic organization of
these repeats.
The partitioning system of pMT1 (bp 61661 to 64161) is
located approximately 36-kb (Fig. 1) from the origin of replication and appears to closely resemble the parABS system of
bacteriophages P1 (18) and P7 (56). The pMT1 parA gene is
predicted to encode an ;44.9-kDa product (ORF113) that
shows 90% identity and 95% similarity to the P7 ParA protein
and 57% identity and 75% similarity to the P1 ParA protein.
The pMT1 parB locus is predicted to encode an ;36.4-kDa
product (ORF114) that is 67% identical and 83% similar to the
P7 ParB protein and 44% identical and 62% similar to the P1
ParB protein. The P1 and P7 ParA proteins are ATPases
whose activities are stimulated in vitro by ParB (23). ParB is a
DNA binding protein that recognizes the cis-acting parS site,
which lies immediately downstream of parB (22, 43). The genetic organization, spacing, and specific sequence motifs of the
pMT1 parS site are similar to those found at the P1 and P7
parS sites. Figure 4B shows an alignment of the pMT1 parS site
with both the P1 and P7 parS sites. Two repeated elements, a
hexamer box (open box) and a heptamer box (shaded box),
have been shown to be required for proper ParB binding and
partitioning activity (22). The relatively well-conserved heptamer motifs represent individual binding sites for ParB. The
hexamer motifs, which differ somewhat between the P1 and P7
parS sites, are responsible for the species specificity of the
ParB-parS interaction (42). Interestingly, the P1 parS site,
which does not function with P7 Par proteins, can be converted
to a completely functional P7 parS site by exchanging just 5
bases located within the two hexamer motifs (42, 75) shown in
Fig. 4B. Also, in the P1 and P7 systems, ParB interacts cooperatively with the integration host factor (IHF) for parS binding (22). We noted a putative IHF binding site within the
putative pMT1 parS site (Fig. 4B). The amino acid and nucleotide sequence similarities between the pMT1, P1, and P7
parABS partitioning components suggest that the pMT1 system
functions in a manner analogous to that of the P1 and P7
systems.
Metabolic genes. In order to survive, obviously a pathogen
must be able to scavenge or to synthesize required cellular
precursors. We found two potential anabolic genes encoded by
pMT1. ORF15 is highly similar (28% identity over 42% of the
target protein) to the Pseudomonas denitrificans cobT gene
product, and ORF15a is similar (42% identity over 75% of the
target protein) to the P. denitrificans CobS protein (16). Interestingly, cobT and cobS are linked to each other yet are not
located with other cob gene clusters in P. denitrificans (16).
Furthermore, the two genes are arranged in reverse order
compared to their relative locations in P. denitrificans. The
products of the cobT and cobS genes are involved in conversion
of flavin mononucleotide to vitamin B12. In E. coli and S. typhimurium there are at least 28 genes necessary for the synthesis of this vitamin cofactor which are linked on the chromosome (47). To our knowledge, this is the first example of
genes necessary for vitamin B12 synthesis being located on a
plasmid. We find this fact very intriguing given the fact that
Y. pestis is a facultative intracellular parasite. It remains to be
determined if these other loci are present on the Y. pestis
chromosome or if the organism scavenges the precursors necessary for the CobT and CobS homologs encoded on pMT1 for
use as a substrate in vitamin synthesis.
Gene mosaics. Shapiro (84) and Boyd et al. (7) have noted
that the mosaic nature of genetic organization can be seen at
multiple levels. Our examination of the molecular structure of
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